From an open source community to eGovernment
The origins: PloneGov

Business ecosystem — Market

Industry (Corporate and SME)
Public sector
Education
NGOs Non-profits

Potential for collaboratives (expanding)

Providers and integrators (SMEs, individuals and other organisations)

RTD performers "Creators of technology" (SMEs and individuals)
“**PloneGov** impact is unusual in terms of opportunity for innovation, standardization and economy of scale while gaining independence from large IT providers”.

www.flossimpact.eu

“**PloneGov** is a new model of programming and maintenance capacities for public sector open source activities”.

www.publicsectoross.info
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CommunesPlone : Belgian subcommunity

- Bottom-up project
- FLOSS License
- SME network
- SaaS for business apps
Citizen and business oriented apps
Reusability

- 4 levels:
  - Business application
  - Component (dashboard, ...)
  - Methodology (quality, installers, ...)
  - Framework (Plone)
Cost savings

- City council management example
Merging of 2 projects


CommunesPlone/PloneGov

Web Site City Council Mngt
Walloon Gov use CommunesPlone
Agoracité stopped

150 towns

GIE Qualicité

Proprietary solutions

10 towns  28 towns  75 towns  91 towns  120 towns  125 towns

Merging and creation of IMIO

Open source and proprietary products, central purchasing
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IMIO's specificities

- Management -> planning, pooling budgets
- Networking & collaborative activities
- Transfer of knowledge -> training
- Dissemination -> information and experience
- eGov strategy -> open standards